ScanSpeed Analytics
IDENTIFY PROBLEMATIC BARCODES. SPEED UP YOUR PROCESS.

The faster your scanner can capture and read data, the better for you and your bottom line. But how can you know if there is room for improvement? ScanSpeed Analytics gives you that insight. Use ScanSpeed Analytics’ patented technology to visually identify decoding trends and pinpoint the laggards among your transactions. Then, transform that visibility into performance by eliminating problematic barcodes from your inventory to accelerate your scanning experience.

**Identify Poor-Performing Barcodes**
Not every barcode will process at the same speed. Shiny, circular, crinkled, damaged or poorly printed barcodes can slow down checkout times. In the past, you may have had to live with these, unaware and unable to characterize their negative impact. No more. In a patented feature, ScanSpeed Analytics automatically charts all scanned barcodes by symbology within the scanner. Across your fleet of scanners, you can identify the slowest scanning barcodes and their processing times. With the click of a button, you can see which barcodes are the most sluggish across your enterprise.

**Validate with an Image**
When it comes to showing your vendors the issue with their barcodes, a picture is worth a thousand words. ScanSpeed Analytics’ patented technology automatically captures an image of the troublesome barcode. Use it to encourage the vendor to remedy the situation, and if required, as a visual aid to pull the item from your shelves.

**Progress Over Time**
As you continue to phase out subpar barcodes, you can track your scanning speed improvements. With our patented scanner histogram, it’s effortless to see how processing speeds improve over time across your entire fleet of scanners. The tighter the curve, the better.

**Access Easily**
Intuitive enough for first-time users, 123Scan makes attaining statistical data, like ScanSpeed Analytics, easy in lab environments. What about remote access to the status and parameters of your scanner fleet? We provide you two options: Zebra’s Scanner Management Service (SMS) or Zebra’s Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) agent.

**Go Beyond the Barcode**
It takes more than hardware to resolve today’s toughest scanning challenges. It requires intelligent software to address the needs of every stakeholder. That’s why our data capture devices contain DataCapture DNA, the genetic code that simplifies the entire Zebra scanning experience. As one of the many tools of DataCapture DNA, ScanSpeed Analytics gives you visionary visibility to speed up checkout.
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Satisfy your need for speed
For more information, visit [www.zebra.com/scanspeedanalytics](http://www.zebra.com/scanspeedanalytics) or access our global directory at [www.zebra.com/contact](http://www.zebra.com/contact)